May's Samplers of the Month

While Mother's Day is celebrated on different days throughout the world, in America the second Sunday in May is the special day set
aside to honor mothers ~ and in keeping with that , we have chosen two beautiful samplers for May for you to stitch to honor a special
mother in your life, one much larger than the other. "M" comme Maman ($30) by Marjorie Massey is an exquisitely elegant
monochromatic design, 383W x 280H stitches, which on 40c measures19 1/4 x 14. "Bonne Fete Maman" ($22) from Rouge du Rhin is
176W x 197H, a smaller but very lovely vined heart , shown stitched on natural in shades of red and green.

I'm stitching the "Maman Sampler" on Lakeside Linen's 40c Vintage Bittersweet with Belle Soie in Rosebud. It is a most pleasurable
stitch with the beautiful design combined with exquisite materials ~ and as you can see, I have replaced the butterfly in the upper right
of the design with a bird that I found in one of my books. I may replace a few of the other motifs as well. While my mother's name
begins with an "M," the beautiful "M" in the center of course stands for "Mother," so this is not intended to be a monogram sampler.

May's Attic Addict Discounts

During May as an Attic Addict member, save 15% on your purchase of the following items:

Lakeside Linens special cuts
Belle Soie silks
All Sampler Designs

Special Attic Event

On Monday, June 2nd,

The Attic will

be privileged to host an all-day workshop with Jane Timmers of Fancy Work. You have seen her designs for years, beautiful
needlework smalls and accessory pieces, lovely Christmas ornaments, and many fabulous finishes for a number of Whitman's very
collectible tins. This time she's designed a needlebook, biscornu, and several other pieces to go in the very adorable tin that features
beautiful quilt fabrics from the Madeira line by Blackbird Designs . The workshop will be held in the shop beginning at 9 a.m. through 4
p.m., with an hour for lunch. The workshop fee of $130 includes everything: chart, linen (a stitcher's eighth of 32c Lakeside Linens
Vintage Light Examplar), Gloriana silk threads and ribbons, all finishing fabrics and materials, and lunch. We will prestitch the
needlebook and biscornu, and during the workshop we will line the tin and finish the needlebook. There will likely not be time to finish
the biscornu, something many have already accomplished on their own. The linen, silk, and charts are here so the prestitching may begin!
A 50% deposit is required at the time the prestitching materials are issued; the balance is due on or before the day of the workshop.
To see several other views of this project, go to http://fancyworkbyjane.blogspot.com/ ~ or to http://fancywork.net/ to see Jane's
other designs.

Classes in May

Beginning Linen
Instructor: Linda
One 2-Hr. Class
Saturday,May 3, 10:30-12:30
Fee: $30 (includes all materials)
It's the first Saturday of the month and that means there's another opportunity for you to perfect your needlework skills in this class

It's the first Saturday of the month and that means there's another opportunity for you to perfect your needlework skills in this class
with Linda. The beautiful geranium bookmark is the class project , with the classic book "Linen Stitches" as the text. You will learn
basic techniques and a wonderful edge finishing stitch, the nun's stitch, as well as stitching with overdyed threads and many tips and
techniques from Linda's vast needlework experience.

The Waterfield Band Sampler . . .
. . . scheduled for Saturday morning, May 17, will have to be rescheduled. I just turned the page of my personal calendar and realize
that I have a conflict that morning. I will be in touch by e-mail with those of you attending this continuing class project to find a
mutually convenient time for another date.
Sampler Sunday Fee: $10
Sunday, May 18, 1 - 4 p.m.
This being the third Sunday in May, it's time once again for our Sunday afternoon sampler stitch-in . Bring your sampler stitching, any
finished or in-progress pieces for show-and-tell, a favorite part of this gathering of needleworkers, and spend the afternoon with us.
Refreshments are served and, therefore, we request that you please call to register.

New in the Shop or on the Way . . .

"Rhapsody in Red Part 3" ($22)from Diane Jourdan/Sampler Cove
has just been released and is on its way this week. More beautiful accessories to complement those featured as our February Sampler of
the Month. The tape measure cover has to be the most adorable one ever, and the scissors fob and needlekeep are equally lovely.

This isn't a new kit at all ~ in fact, I only have four left, but my model is finally finished to show you ~ thank you, Bunny, for your
beautiful finishing! This "Bourse Roses et Toile de Jouy" kit ($40) from Au Fil des Reves is currently out of print, so when these are
gone I can't get any more. The roses toile fabric included in the kit has to be some of the most beautiful I've ever seen. The kit also
includes everything else needed to finish this (Belfast linen, A Ver A'Soie, ribbons, cording, and buttons including the inside verse in
English: "With my needle roses grow in my garden.) The tiny pincushion in the center is stitched over 1..

"Atelier de Quilteuse" ($29), perfect for your quilting room, is also a kit from Au Fil des Reves and includes 40c New Castle linen, A
Ver A'Soie silk, button, and needle. Available in very limited supply ~ currently out of print.
From Fern Ridge Collection . . .

. . . an exquisite set, "L'Aumoniere," the purse ($43), the needlebook ($31), the beaded fob ($27), and the tuffet ($18) to complete the
set. The purse has two linen sides and two embroidered silk sides. The kit includes Wichelt 28c linen, embroidered silk fabric, silk

fibers and lining, specialty beads, needle and instructions. The perfect stitching bag ~ or a wonderful bridesmaid's purse. The
needlebook is complete with Wichelt 28c linen, interfacing, silk fibers, embroidered silk lining, specialty beads, needle chart and
instructions. AND the beautiful Jade threadkeep is included! The peyote scissors fob kit includes delica beads, specialty beads,
Swarovski crystals, findings, needles, chart and two-needle method instructions for beading. And the lovely pin tuffet completes the
L'Aumoniere set. Its kit includes Wichelt 28c linen, embroidered silk, interfacing, silk fibers, specialty beads, mother-of-pearl buttons,
needle, chart and instructions

. . . and Fern Ridge Collection 's beautiful Autumn Etui ($68), Needlebook ($31), and Fob ($27). This wonderful stitching bag kit comes
complete with everything that you need to finish it! There is even a little stitched tuffet secured inside. You just add Grandma's special
button on the bottom if you wish. Kit includes Lakeside 32c linen, Thread Gatherer silk, Needlepoint, Inc. Silk, Gloriana silk,
interfacing, lining, specialty beads, Swarovski crystal beads, needle, charts and instructions. The matching needlebook and fob kits are
complete as well and certainly complement each other in this beautiful set.

. . . and also from the talented ladies at Fern Ridge , the lovely Sunset Jazz set, which includes the needlecase ($31) and peyote fob
($37). The striking needlebook kit includes Colorscapes 32c linen, Needlepoint, Inc. silk, bold lining, interfacing, specialty beads,
Swarovski crystals, needle, chart and instructions and the matching scissor fob kit includes delica beads, gobs of Swarovski crystals,
specialty beads, music charm, findings, needles, chart, and two-needle method instructions for peyote beading. The Wooden Stitching
Set ($40) is made of Brazilian cherry and is handcrafted in the USA. Each laying tool is different! The set fits nicely inside Sunset
Jazz, the Autumn Etui, or your favorite stitching bag.
From Tracy/Ink Circles , who also brought you "Quackworth," displays her wonderful sense of humor with . . .

, , , her "Dutch Beast" ($18). This is a new sampler where you can have fun
while learning about old samplers and their motifs and symbolism. Learning for many of us is easier when it's mixed with some humor,
and I can guarantee you that you will be smiling all the while you're reading the extensive information included in this chartpack on the
historical origins of motifs. While this sampler is done in the style of the traditional Dutch Samplers, every motif is a spoof in some
way. For example, Don Quixote is jousting at the Windmill. You can read the chronicled story behind each of the new motifs in a blog
http://dutchbeast.blogspot.com, explaining the historical origins and what the joke is. The stitch count is 248 by 308, is charted for a
silk that we don't carry, includes a DMC conversion, and we are in the process of converting it to AVAS and NPI.

Also from Ink Circles :
"Peregrination "($12), 153 x 153.. A peregrination is a journey or random travel from place to place. The Celtic paths in this
design weave about in an interesting fashion and give the stitcher a chance to show off an interesting hand-dyed floss.
"Gina, Queen of the Seas" ($12), 163 x 163. This mermaid design was Inspired by an ancient Pictish carving, the Maid of Meigle.
The stone is now housed in the Meigle Sculptured Stone Museum in Dundee.
There's much more that's come in, but I will save it for another time. The previous eNewsletter got a bit large and some of you got red

x's ~ I'm not sure that was the problem, but in case it was, I'll stop for today, except . . .
Here are photos of in-progress or completed "Waterfield Band" samplers, on different background fabrics ~ wish you could see these in
person. Stunning!

And some beautiful works in progress: Susan's "Hanky Pysanky" by Ink Circles and Karen's "Jasmine's Song" by La-D-Da. I know
that you join me in sending healing hugs and good wishes to Lori, who is battling breast cancer. We will continue the commitment to find
a cure in our lifetime!

Enjoy a beautiful weekend, this first in May ~ I hope yours is blessed with sunshine and some special time with your needle.

Jean Lea
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